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英国北西部日英協会
Japan Society North West
NEWSLETTER
Building a Japanese Garden

It was a great pleasure to welcome Professor Masao Fukuhara of Osaka University of Arts back to
the Northwest for this event at Ness Botanical Gardens on Sunday 2 September 2007.
The first part of the day was held in a meeting room in the Ness visitor centre. Professor Fukuhara
was very friendly and enthusiastic. He spoke entirely in Japanese, but this didn’t detract from his
presentation, which was excellent and the translator, Angela Davies, did a very effective job keeping
the presentation clear and understandable.
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The talk started with a brief description of
Japanese Garden Styles:
Gardens of Immortality represent the quest
for Elysium. They always include the 3 ‘islands
of immortality’: Horai, Hojo and Eishu.
Pure Land Sect Gardens, from the Nara period, were built with a pond as the central feature in temples and shrines symbolising Paradise.

The garden type that provoked the most interest
was the dry stone garden (karesansui). In the
picture above this is seen most impressively in
the Ryoan-ji Zen Buddhist Temple (1488) in
Kyoto. The key viewing point lines up with the
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position of the Buddha in the overlooking temple. Ryoan-ji garden has 15 stones positioned
around it, but at no time can you see all fifteen!
One final type talked about is the Roji or tea
garden. Tea gardens have strong connections to
Zen ideals. A lot of effort is put into hiding and
revealing features in the garden so that it has to
be walked through to reveal all that it has to
offer. When walking through all the greenery
all cares are thrown off as the visitor finally
reaches the tea house.
Miekakure, revealing and concealing, is a key
feature in Japanese Garden design. Effort is
also made to use good background scenery
(borrowed scenery) and to blend the garden in
with it. Often the garden is built to be a miniature image of something bigger, a sea or a
mountain.
After the talk Ness put on a fine buffet lunch
with Smoked Trout, Ham, mixed salads, etc.
There was coffee cake and fruit salad to finish
off. Too much for me!

(a lush Roji, tea garden, with tea-house)
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The stones were not very unusual but once arranged they were effective in forming a rugged
shore to the lake. Pom Pom Pom as the Professor put it. The stones have to be placed with
careful thought to look irregular and to give a
natural feel. Pom Pom Pom! Plop plop plop!
With the rain starting to come down more heavily we were fortunate to be protected from it by
the canopy of the trees above.

In the afternoon we went outside onto a small
hillock among trees and the Professor proceeded to turn a pile of old stones and plants
into a convincing miniature lake.

Pride of place near the large stone chosen to be
the mountain was a beautiful 6-year-old Maple.

The final work did look good, and if you took a
view close to the grass and looked upstream
you could see the mountain through the plants
near the top of the ‘stream’ of white stone. The
Maple was by its side.

Finally Ness provided us with tea and 15 scones
(could you see them all at once? Ed.) and photographs were taken of the group for
Professor Fukuhara. A day well spent.
Nigel Cordon & Angela Davies
Stressed-out Japanese too busy to
sleep
Long gone are the days when people went to
bed when it got dark. Now, Japanese have
stopped sleeping.Surveys by a research body
associated with national broadcaster NHK
show that in the 1960s, Japanese slept for an
average of 8 hours, 13 minutes, but that had
dropped under 8 hours by the following decade and in 2006 stood at just 7 hours, 22
minutes per night.
Mainichi Daily News 17/10/07
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The Detective Fiction of Matsumoto Seicho
by Andrew Clare
Detective fiction in Japan is a relatively recent
genre and began in the 1920s with the writings
of Edogawa Rampo (real name: Hirai Taro,
1894 – 1965). Edogawa is considered to be the
first Japanese writer of any stature to have effectively combined the Edo period suspense
story tradition with the logical and intricate
plots commonly associated
with the Western detective
story.

Matsumoto’s novels are characterised by their
psychological complexity (of both plot and
characters), their high quality literary style, extensive research of their subject matter and,
perhaps most significantly, their emphasis on
social realism – indeed, he was the first author
to import into his literary works a strong element of social consciousness, particularly in
relation to the various socio-political problems
experienced by post-war Japan.
Matsumoto’s stories revolve
around every conceivable social issue, including financial
malpractice, sexual scandal,
blackmail and corruption (the
last of which is the subject of
M a t s u m o t o ’s h i g h l y acclaimed masterpiece Ten to
Sen (Points and Lines) which
has sold over 5 million copies
in translation).

It was, however, another
author who was to have
perhaps the most profound
influence on detective fiction in Japan – an author
who single-handedly
spawned a detective fiction
boom in Japan in the late
1960s and early 1970s.
Matsumoto Seicho (1909 –
1992) was Japan’s most
successful (and certainly
most prolific) writer of detective fiction. Coming from
a poor family background,
and without the benefit of
any formal education, Matsumoto was forced to
earn a living carrying out a variety of jobs –
lithographer; advertising layout designer for
Asahi newspapers; freelance writer, amongst
others – before embarking on a literary career
relatively late in life in his early forties. In 1953
Matsumoto was awarded the coveted Akutagawa Prize for best work of serious fiction for
his Aru kokura nikki den (The legend of a certain Kokura diary), before changing direction
and writing detective fiction – shortly thereafter
winning the Association of Mystery Writers
Prize for Kao (The Face).

His manipulation of themes
concentrating on social realism gave rise to a new subgenre labelled shakai-ha, or
the social school of detective
fiction writing (in contrast to
the more conventional honkaku-ha school
which focuses more on plot). Unlike many of
his contemporaries, Matsumoto treated the underlying socio-political issues as an ineluctable
and necessary reason for the crime depicted in
his stories, rather than merely the background
scenery.
As Amanda Seaman has pointed out in ‘Bodies
of Evidence, Women, Society and Detective
Fiction in 1990s Japan (2004),’ “The crimes
Matsumoto describes [moreover] are not only
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the result of the individual perpetrators, but also
of the flawed or inequitable social structure to
which these individuals belong.”

in a fast-developing post war Japan and his manipulation of such problems in his detective fiction.

In the latest translation of a Matsumoto Seicho
mystery, written in 1961, ‘Pro Bono’ (Japanese
title: Kiri no hata), the story revolves around
the failings of the judicial system in Japan and
the efforts of the sister of the wrongly-indicted
defendant in a murder trial to secure legal representation by an eminent defence
attorney in Tokyo. Matsumoto wrote
the story in the wake of several
prominent miscarriages of justice
(including the infamous Okayama
Koen park incident in 1956) and the
story can be said to represent his
critical views of the ineptitude and
injustice he perceived to be inherent
in the Japanese judicial system of
the time.

Given the contribution of this author to the corpus of Japanese detective fiction and mystery
writing generally, it is shocking that such a deserving author continues to labour in relative
obscurity in the West. Only a fraction of the
oeuvre of Matsumoto Seicho has been translated into English (Points and Lines
(Ten to sen), 1970; Inspector Imanishi Investigates (Suna no utsuwa),
1989; The Voice (Koe) and other
short stories, 1989; The Stakeout
(Harikomi), included in The Columbia Anthology of Modern Japanese
Literature, Vol 2, 2007).

There is certainly no saccharin Hollywood-style
happy ending to many of Matsumoto’s stories,
and Pro Bono is no exception. In this, Matsumoto refused to compromise, and the value of
his novels lies not only in the intriguing plots
and well-drawn characters, but in his acute observations of socio-political problems endemic

It is hoped, therefore, that Pro Bono
will be a welcome, if long overdue,
addition to the works of this great
author in translation.
Pro Bono (Japanese title: Kiri no hata)
Author: Matsumoto Seicho
Translator: Andrew Clare (Committee member JSNW)
Publisher: Vertical Inc., New York
Publication date: 13 November 2007

November Event

Chadō: The Tea Ceremony with Akemi Solloway
“While leading my audience through this most Japanese of pastimes, I explain how chado (the way
of tea) has inspired many of the arts we associate with Japan, as well as the language and character
of the Japanese people.” Akemi will also talk about and demonstrate kimono wearing.
---------One of the disappointments for many at Japan Day last year was not having a Tea Ceremony. Given
the noise and bustle that was probably not a bad thing. But now here is your chance!
Saturday November 17th, 14:30 to 16:00 at
Padgate Community Centre, Station Road, Padgate, Warrington WA2 0QS
£10 for JSNW members, £15 for non-members.
VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.JSNW.ORG.UK	
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December Event

Bonenkai!
Saturday 15 December 2007
Venue: Padgate Community Centre,
Station Road, Padgate,
Warrington WA2 0QS
£12 for JSNW members, £15 for non-members.
Put the date in your diaries now! Join us for the annual
JSNW “forget-the-year” party. After the success of last
year's Bonenkai, we've once again asked JSNW member Takayasu Takemoto to prepare the food for us. It
promises to be a good evening.

Event Review

A Talk by Damian Flanagan

I guess I needed to be convinced that Natsume Soseki learnt his skills partly from exposure to English Literature.
He lived in England for 2 years in a number
of bed sits, living off a pittance from the
Japanese government and hundreds of
books, English Literature and others.
Then he was called back home after someone
sent an ominous telegram to Tokyo …
‘NATSUME SOSEKI HAS GONE INSANE’!
He spent the next 5 years of his life as Professor of English Literature at Tokyo Imperial
University before becoming the literary editor
of the Asahi Shimbun.
Damian said: “He emerged at a time when
Japan was beginning the process of modernisation and westernisation. Soseki was fascinated with European culture but he also
wanted Japanese traditions to survive.”
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“He symbolises the transition Japan made
into the modern world and defined the way
the country sees the west.”
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”.

I think Damian’s statement that Soseki is as
good as Shakespeare is also justifiable. If Japan had formed a global empire, it would not
have been Shakespeare’s stories that travelled the world, and it surprised me that
Shakespeare was unpopular until he was put
into print by German printers! Natsume Soseki is popular in China and Korea so he
clearly travels well.
Damian also knows his art. The ‘Hireling

Calendar of Events
2007
October 14th
Sunday 3 pm to 4 pm

Nihongo: The Japanese Language
Angela Davies
Lymm Village Hall, Pepper St, Lymm
November 17th
Saturday 2:30 pm to 4 pm

Chadō: The Tea Ceremony
Akemi Solloway
Station Road, Padgate, Warrington
December 15th
Saturday evening 7:30 to 10 pm

Bonenkai!
Padgate Community Centre

2008
January 24th
Thursday 7:30 pm

Shepherd’ painting by Holman Hunt, hanging
in the Manchester Art Gallery is full of incongruities. The shepherd is allowing the sheep
to eat sour apples even though it will make
them ill. The sheep are wandering into the
corn, which if they eat it may kill them.
In contrast to this it is a warm sunny day and
the shepherd is dallying with a maiden who
should not be there. Death and Life!
I’ve forgotten how that connects to Soseki
San. But it made perfect sense while I was
listening.
Altogether an excellent lecture.

Royal Liverpool Philharmonic
Orchestra with Midori
Philharmonic Hall, Liverpool
February 11th
Monday 7:30 pm

Kodo Drummers
Philharmonic Hall, Liverpool
March

Warrington Museum*
April

Blackburn Art Gallery*
Ukiyo-E
(Japanese wood-prints)
May

Nigel Cordon

Tansu/Japanese Textile visit*

P.S. Kylie was not upstairs in the Manchester
Art Gallery but all her clothes were!

June

(Note from Ed.: I just had a quick look at
Damian’s website and all is revealed: “...'The
Hireling Shepherd' by William Holman Hunt.
(1851-52). Natsume Soseki was deeply influenced by the themes and thought processes
at work in this image.” Now we know.)
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Walkden Gardens Sale
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July

Liverpool Japan Day!
* Dates to be confirmed
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Kitsutsuki / Woodpecker, Picus & Dryoco-

THE BIRDS OF HAIKU

pos & Dendrocopos sp.

by Martin Lucas,
British Haiku Society

Mozu / Bull-headed Shrike, Lanius
bucephalus
Four kinds of shrike occur regularly in
Japan, one of which is our own Great Grey
Shrike; but the commonest, and the one
most likely to be the mozu of haiku, is the
Bull-headed Shrike. It is the prefectural
bird of Osaka. It is quite similar in appearance to the Great Grey, but is smaller
and more colourful. It often appears conspicuously in the open, perching on wires.
It inhabits both lowlands and mountains,
in a wide variety of territory, including villages, suburban parks and gardens. Its
food includes insects such as beetles and
grasshoppers, small birds, voles, frogs,
and even small fish. It was a subject of
classical Japanese art, and it features in
one haiku in the autumn section of Blyth’s
Haiku:

The woodpeckers of haiku are not specified; but the woodpeckers of Japan are
mostly the same range of species as the
woodpeckers of Europe, with the addition
of the Japanese Green Woodpecker, the
Japanese Pygmy Woodpecker, and the rare
Pryer’s Woodpecker, the prefectural bird of
Okinawa. I like to think that the bird in
the following haiku is our familiar Great
Spotted Woodpecker:
it can be heard
drumming in spring and tapping, axe-like,
at other times of year. In haiku, the
woodpecker’s season is Autumn.

Rays of the setting sun pass
Through the red pine grove;
A shrike is crying.
Mozu naku ya
irihi sashikomu
mematsu-bara

In the far depths of the forest,
The woodpecker,
And the sound of the axe.
Teono utsu
oto mo kobukashi
keratsutsuki

Buson

Editor: John Croall
Contributers: JC, Andrew Clare, Angela Davies,
Nigel Cordon, Martin Lucas (BHS).
Ness Photos: Diane Rooney & Angela Davies
Contacts:
Event coordinator: Nigel Cordon
email (preferred): events@jsnw.org.uk
or tel: 01925 728448

Boncho
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